
Topic planning including English Tasks for the topic of Journeys (week beginning June 29th) 

 

This week we are continuing to thinking about journeys through space.  The work that the children do in English often comes from their topic work to so 

those tasks are included in this planning too.  Anything in bold text is a document saved separately on the website but you don’t necessarily have to print it 

off as we realise that not everybody is able to do so.  Instead you could view the sheet on screen but then record in a notebook, on paper or in any other 

way that you are able to.  You can move some of the lessons around but others must follow in sequence.       

History We’ve learnt about the Space Race and about the first Moon landing by Apollo 11  Let’s find out what has happened since 1969 when Neil 

Armstrong became the first man to step on the Moon.  Read Space Exploration since the Moon landing to find out what has happened between 

1969 and 2020.  Make a poster about what you’ve found out.   

English Imagine it’s 2024 and you’re on the first flight to Mars! How are you feeling about it?  What do you see on the way?  What is Mars like?  What 

does it smell like?  Is it hot?  Do you see any aliens?  You have a choice of task here.  You can write some diary entries over a few days taking 

about what you see etc.  Use the Diary template.  You can write and then deliver a short news report about your journey and ask somebody to 

video you like the news reporters on TV.  Use the News report planning to plan what you will say.  You could write a newspaper front cover like 

you did last week using the Newspaper Template.  Which one will you choose to do?         

Design 

Technology 

Design your own alien from Mars!  Think about their head, body and feet.  How many eyes will they have?  Do they have a nose?  Will they have 

arms?  What colour or colours are they?  Do they have smooth bodies?  Are they slimy?  Draw and colour your alien on the Alien design sheet.  

When you’ve finished you could try to draw your alien on a computer graphics package on a computer or iPad.  If you need inspiration then you 

could read Aliens Love Underpants by Claire Freedman https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADnAGBWlzqE or The Aliens are Coming by Colin 

McNaughton https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npEpIn1JxaY          

English Look at the alien you’ve designed.  Choose five really good adjectives to describe it.  Now write each of those into an amazing sentence with a 

capital letter, full stop, careful spelling and your best writing.  Use the Sentence Sheet to record them.    

English Recap the features of instruction writing from two weeks ago.  Instructions always have a title so you know what they are instructions for.   

They always have a list of things you will need and they usually have a picture so that you can see what you are trying to make.  Instructions are 

usually numbered so that you know which order to do things in.  Instructions use bossy verbs.  These are verbs that tell you to do something 

and include words such as get, cut, stir, take, fold etc.  Have a look at the instructions for Paper Plate Flying Saucers, Spaceship Porthole and 

Hand and Footprint Aliens.  Look at each instruction.  Find the bossy verbs in each step.  Often there is more than one bossy verb in each step.  

If you have printed the instructions you could use a highlighter pen to colour them but if not them write a list of them on paper.      

Art Have a really fun sessions following the instructions for the Paper Plate Flying Saucers, Spaceship Porthole and Hand and Footprint Aliens 

and making them.  Your teachers would love to see photos of your finished work s.thomas@bcfed.co.uk j.stephenson@bcfed.co.uk 

c.edwards@bcfed.co.uk k.ewart@bcfed.co.uk  
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English Over the next two lessons you’re going to be an author!  First you need to plan your very own Space story.  You might have lots of your own 

ideas but why not take a look at the Story Plan to see how you could structure your story.  It needs a beginning, middle and an end.  A story is 

like a sandwich.  It needs a beginning like a sandwich needs the bottom slice of bread to put the filling on. It needs a middle like a sandwich 

needs filling in between the bread.  It also needs an ending in the same way as the sandwich needs the top slice of bread.  Without all three 

parts a sandwich isn’t a sandwich and a story isn’t a story!  Spend some time thinking of ideas and then record your ideas in pictorial form using 

the Storyboard.  You may find some ideas from the Space Story Word Mat.         

English  Today you get to write your Space story! Use the storyboard that you made yesterday.  How will you start your story?  When you write 

remember to use capital letters and full stops correctly.  You may need to use an exclamation mark if it is exciting.  Choose your words 

carefully and use exciting adjectives.  The Space Story Word Mat might help you with that. Think about the words that you have been taught 

to spell and the spelling rules you know.  Think about making your work look nice and present it neatly.  Write can write your story on Space 

Page Border paper, in a notepad, on paper folded to make a book or you could try typing it into Word on a computer or iPad.  When you’ve 

finished read through it and check it makes sense.  Can you spot any silly little mistakes and correct them yourself?         

PE This week there are four suggested PE activities for you to try.  Why not take a look at an adventure story with yoga moves included – this 

episode features Minecraft Yoga https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02E1468SdHg  

You can also take a look at these two fun activities Lazer Maze and Active Rock, Paper, Scissors Family Challenge. 

If you’ve been enjoying moving with a movie then this week you need to watch Aladdin.  All of the moves are here 

https://www.countydurhamsport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Aladdin.jpg  

Science  Use the Fact and discussion cards to recap known facts and learn new facts about Space.  Use the discussion questions as a way of prompting 

thoughtful discussion.   

Bonus 

activities 

Print off these Mindfulness Space colouring sheets and enjoy some calming colouring.  

Listen to the Planets of our Solar System song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCxjuDePdCI&list=RDPCxjuDePdCI&start_radio=1 

Listen to Holst’s Planets https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OD_HzdZwKk Gustav Holst was a famous English composer who was born in 1874.  His 

most famous work is The Planets which he wrote in 1918.  The music does not really describe the planets, it describes the Roman gods after 

which the planets are named.  It includes 7 planets as the Earth is not included. 

Listen to We’re off to look for aliens by Colin McNaughton https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6pvwngk9Bw 
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Storytime Some storytime videos are available here and more will be added soon.  

Mrs Davison https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGrtCCvqB2E 

Mrs Howard https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2Y-QPrmJg0 

Mrs Robertson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqA6IBTHBCo 

Mrs Gates https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fegjq-yOSbw&t=8s 
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